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Save Hours Making Manually Everyday
Convert lecture slides, textbooks into flashcards and notes within seconds.Learn with your personalised tutor and get to quizzing yourself instantly.Get 4 hours back every week.
Get StartedView a 5 minute demo
Prefer wasting hours of time building the first version of your flashcards? PDF2Anki is not for you. Try manual input instead.


🗂️ Flashcards📝 Notes❓ MCQs✍🏻 Cloze👩🏫 Tutor







Trusted by Learners & Educators in 100+ Disciplines across 106 Countries and 24 Discplines:



Featured in:





Imagine if studying didn't mean hours spent creating flashcards, notes & resources, but instead, instant, personalized learning at your fingertips—freeing up your time for what truly matters.



Before

From Hours of Manual Flashcard Creation...

	Time-Consuming Flashcard Creation: Manual, tedious flashcard making from lengthy PDFs and notes.
	Inflexible Study Tools:  Generic, non-customizable study methods that don't adapt to individual learning styles.
	Study Time Drain:  Valuable hours lost in preparation, not actual learning.




After

...To Instant, Personalized Learning Liberation

	Instant, AI-Powered Flashcards: Transform PDFs into Anki flashcards in seconds, tailored to your study needs.
	Personalized Learning Journey: Smart, adaptive AI tutor to offer personalised learning trained on your material.
	More Time, Better Learning: Reclaim hours for studying, hobbies, or rest, enhancing both academic and personal life.










The leading AI study tool for ambitious students
Save hours of time building revision resources manually.
PDF2Anki makes it simple for anyone to to go from knowledge encoding to active recall rapidly - just hit generate, and start learning.



Generate flashcards in seconds

Select your desired style, upload your PDF, and click generate.


Refine flashcards based on your request

Fine tune your flashcards with a custom prompt adjusted to your style, tone and needs.


Test Yourself with a Personalised Tutor

Carry out a personalised tutoring lesson with a tutor trained on your material. Receive customised feedback about your strengths, weaknesses and a tailored study plan.


Learn, Export and Revise

Export your cards to Anki, Quizlet, Xon and various flashcard apps. 




The leading AI study tool for ambitious students
Save hours of time making resources and actually study.
We convert your materials into notes, flashcards, MCQs and cloze deletions with one click.



🇺🇸🇫🇷🇪🇸🇩🇪🇨🇳🇯🇵🇰🇷🇮🇳🇷🇺🇧🇷🇮🇹🇭🇰

100+ Languages Supported
Create cards and material in your preferred language.





Instant notes from your material
Create Compact, Cornell, Table and Summary Notes.



Fine tuned GPT4-turboGPT4-visionClaude 2.0Perplexity
sonar-medium-onlinePDF2Anki x Mixtral 8X7B
Optimised for Quality
We use the best models in the industry with extensive custom fine-tuning.


What is the role of the work function in the photoelectric effect?
Flashcard

Aldehydes and ketones are both characterized by the presence of a ___ group
Cloze

The cranial nerve responsible for tongue movement is: A) IX B) X C) XII D) VII
MCQ


Make Different Flashcard Types
Make different types of flashcards like cloze, mcqs, Q&As. Export to Anki, Quizlet or review directly in PDF2Anki.


Let's talk about the lymphatic system and its components. The lymphatic system comprises of lymph, lymphatic vessels, lymphatic tissues, and organs. Now, can you describe the main lymphatic organs?

secondary contains spleen, lymph nodes and MALT right?



Personalised 24/7 Tutor
Learn and test yourself with a tutor trained on your material.



















Introducing Tutor Mode. 
A revolutionary new way to learn.




Built by Medical Students - Our Story
PDF2Anki started as a simple idea: to make flashcard creation easier and more accessible for students around the world.

From lecture slides to notes, we wanted to harness the power of AI to automate the flashcard creation process, freeing up valuable study time. 

Our journey began in our medical common room, fuelled by late-night coding sessions and a passion for education. Today, PDF2Anki has grown into a tool used by thousands of students across the globe.

We're proud of what we've achieved, and we're committed to continuing our mission of making study tools smarter and more efficient.
Learn More About Us



❤️ Loved by Students
Don't just take our word for it. 50,000 of students are learning faster with PDF2Anki.









Generate. Refine. Learn.
Learning reimagined. Available today.
Get Started
pdf2-anki.com
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Save Hours Making Flashcards Manually Everyday
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